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• Populism and education
• US: Trump’s strong baseline
• Europe: the next big populist threat
• China: preparing for protectionism
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Bond values fell all month. Trumpism can mean ignoring supposed fiscal constraints while unleashing
a construction program or tax cuts.
The yen fell sharply, too. As we discussed last month, the new yield curve policy of the BoJ can be
a very effective tool for cutting down on dollar hedges and for driving down the yen.
Lastly, oil has gone up in price. Saudi financial stress seems to have forced a compromise that is
mostly a Saudi cut in production that will accommodate their hated Shiite enemy’s re-entry into the
markets.
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Amid all the bond action, equities were up moderately. The global cycle is more reliable with the
ready option of fiscal policy if needed. But interest
rates went up by one-third almost instantly, discounting the improvement in earnings.
Credit rates, those used so avidly by companies to dip in the trough of super-low yields, rose
sharply. So far it has been the safest credit bonds
that were hardest hit; but we can only wait for
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riskier ones to follow. Wait for the first default
because of higher roll-over costs to see how that
goes.
In emerging markets, the gravitational force of
higher rates was felt immediately. Turkey, Mexico, and Brazil were the biggest victims, with sharp
declines in their currencies. Mexico’s peso was particularly hard-hit as it was the repeated target of
Trump’s complaints.
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employers to not optimize their plants, or to raise
taxes on Chinese imports. It would be like trying
to put spilled milk back in its bottle.
New fiscal measures could assuage this angry, and voting, portion of the electorate. Deficit
financed military and construction spending are
clearly options that would add a spending boost
the economy. The construction spending would be
limited to federal programs for highways and possible border control, of course.
Other policy possibilities include a large tax cut,
mostly for the rich, as discussed in the campaign.
Unfortunately, this is the opposite of what is appropriate today. In the 1980’s, then-President Reagan put in a large tax cut that served to shift income to richer, more savings-prone consumers. At
a time of inflation this was helpful. Unfortunately
for Reagan-reminiscers, this is not the right policy for a deflationary time. Rather, tax hikes for
the rich and support for the low end of the income
range are more likely to boost consumption and
restart inflation.
On balance, a Trump administration is certainly
going to consider some big changes in policy. At
least some of these changes should be directed
at bettering the miserable situation of his angry
supporters. The trouble is that proposals which
sound persuasive to high-school educated workers
might not be coherent and could easily be counterproductive. So we have ahead of us at best a
process of trial and error, of education for the
President-to-be as well as for his supporters, not
a simple burst of growth.

Populism and education. What is the complaint of Trump’s most motivated voters? These
were mostly less educated workers in declining manufacturing industries. Post-mortems on district
voting patterns clearly identify this component of
Trump’s support. And there certainly is a great
deal to complain about in small manufacturing
towns that have seen one plant after another shut
down, leaving few and worse-paying jobs.
The massive rise of Chinese manufacturing
might be at fault. If US companies set up low cost
operations in China to meet US demand, a few can
do so very profitably. But if they all do so, there will
be no workers and no demand left for their products back home. But, in fact, the new incomes in
China should, in a smoothly working system, trigger new Chinese demand for specific products only
produced in the US. High quality aircraft, programming, and medical care jump to mind. Over time
the system should solve for rising incomes all over.
Only these will not be in low-skill manufacturing
jobs in the US. (See chart below, which shows the
long stagnation in jobs for US high school graduates and the steady ratcheting down of manufacturing jobs.)
Residents in small and shattered towns around
old manufacturing plants do need help. Policies
promoting change are the lowest cost, most effective, way to do that. Income support while on
fixed-time job training programs would be one way
to help, another would be relocation allowances to
move to where urban jobs can be found. What
is not optimal is to jawbone or selectively pay off
US Employees By Education

US: Durable Manufacturing Jobs
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US: Trump’s strong baseline. Trump inherits a nation in a long-awaited inventory rebound.
The only surprise for me is how little this rebound
seems to offer. Third quarter growth of 3.2% may
be followed by another 3% in the fourth before the
rebound may be over and we fall back into an unsatisfactory 1-2% growth rate. A drop like that will
be politically toxic, coming right on the inauguration of the new president. Three issue in particular
can hold back growth into 2017: car sales may
be peaking and are already increasingly dependent
on aggressive credit, home sales from which we expected much may be slowed by substantially higher

mortgage rates, and net exports can well turn negative after this bumper season for soybeans exports
is over.
Meanwhile, the Fed is practically guaranteed to
raise rates on December 8th. In the Minutes of its
last meeting, participants promised to raise rates
in December, even before investors forced up rates
in reaction to Trump’s surprise election. So now,
the risk of falling behind fast moving markets also
forces consideration of moving the pace of hikes
up from one per year to two to four, a very new
situation for asset values.

Europe: the next big populist threat. European growth may hold up despite continuous political setbacks. Helpful will be a shift back to procyclical deficits that was probably inevitable given
the spirit of the times, but was a bit of a shock to
hear about from the European Commission. And a
Trumpeted disinterest in Europe’s defense may call
for more spending there. Lastly, headline inflation
will almost certainly reach 1.25-1.5% by early 2017
because of higher oil.
Recovery is, however, barely visible in Italy,
where stagnation and deflation hang on stubbornly.
Again, we have rejection of the establishment as a
reply to stagnation. (An interesting detail: Sunday’s vote rejected changes in a constitution originally written to block another ”great man of history” seizing and abusing power as did Mussolini.1 )
After Renzi resigns, and a new election is held, then

a Five Star government could pose a referendum on
withdrawal from the Euro. Italian banks already
have a big Target2 debts, so any shock to confidence about loss of the euro is eventually possible,
although discounted now.
At the same time, the ECB must soon decide
on continuing its vast bond buying program after March. Given Europe’s recovery, the jolt up
in market rates, the shift toward pro-cyclical fiscal policy, and upcoming higher headline inflation,
it is perfectly possible that the program will be
wound down. Extraordinary conditions no longer
prevail, except in Italy and there mostly in the political space. So the ECB should either end or taper
its e80b/month in total asset buying, at the risk
of otherwise being seen as too Italo-centric in its
policy.

United States
ACTIVITY
Car sales hold up
2H inventory pop underway
Underlying car sales, exports wobbly
Construction is weak

CREDIT
Fed hike likely Dec14
Trump mentions infrastructure spending
Investors jump back into equities, HY
Funds were withdrawn ahead of election
HY car loans and P2P credit problems

POLITICS

BoE sees higher inﬂation ahead
Monte dei Pasche debt-equity swap

Court needs Parliamentary vote on Brexit
Dec 4 Italy referendum on its Senate
May Presidential election in France

Trump made it to the White House??
Policy uncertain, but unconventional

Europe
Higher EU CPI with oil prices up
Italian stagnation and deﬂation

China
ISM-type indicators are all up
Electricity use is up
Car sales remain very strong
Social Credit growth slows
Home sales dip and prices stabilize
Early retirements start in steel
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Chinese company buying in DE, PT
FinMin out who favored RE tax
Debt-equity swaps involve third parties
Ban on ﬁnance for RE developers
Several new capital ﬂow controls
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China pushes its Free Trade Agreement

buying has been closed after bank lending and consumer buying of homes spiked briefly.

China: preparing for protectionism. Tracking information for the fourth quarter shows a
broad recovery, concentrated in auto sales and supported with some gains in housing. Now that a
recovery is established, political control can relax,
long-overdue closures in the North-East rustbelt
can get underway, and losses can be once again
enforced for credits to failing borrowers. Still, the
long-term sustainability of this expansion remains
in doubt because it increasingly leans on public investment and a surge in credit growth.
Financial speculation was allowed, when a recovery seemed urgent, in the hope some of the
funds would end up in real investment. Now, as
policy tightens up, oversized money stocks continue to chase targets of opportunity, in real estate, commodity inventories, and foreign investments. Ultimately, the outflow of bloated domestic
money balances into foreign markets is a potentially fatal risk to this apparently strong but possibly fragile system. Administrators know it, and
are capping different escape channels for capital
on a nearly daily basis. The latest innovations are
a review procedure for outgoing direct investment,
and a surprising slow-down in provision of funds for
repatriation of profits from foreign direct investors
in China. Meanwhile, the door to leveraged home

Well informed and timely administrative action
pulled China out of recession. But this heavily administered system can overreact, too. In an attempt to cut down on pollution, severe regulations
were applied to coal miners. High-cost mines were
told to close, and when that was not working, all
mines were put on a reduced number of days of
production. That worked until the recovery set in,
coal stocks ran down, and prices were jolted upwards. Now the working-day restriction has been
lifted and imports of coal have picked up.
Next up, Chinese administrators will have to
deal with Mr. Trump. He promised to cut US
imports from China, which are already in trouble
because of rising costs. Rapidly rising wages, coupled with a falling working age population, means
low value added exports from China are going to be
replaced over time by products from poorer countries. Finding replacement jobs in China will be
politically vital, so any sudden added shock to the
export sector will be seen as politically threatening
and will lead to quick and certain trade retaliation.
We shall see where that goes, but this is another
area with the potential to shock investors.

Trump promises bold changes. That might include large scale fiscal spending to escape
deflation, if needed, a notion which has become increasingly attractive to all observers. In
fact, the merest suggestion of construction plans in his acceptance statement led directly to
the out-sized bond market move we have seen.
Next, we need to discover how asset prices normalize when growth and inflation are restored.
For now my best bet is that first bond yields rise. They keep rising until they cut into the
incentives for bond-selling treasurers at big corporations, who have been using bond finance
to pay dividends and merge, in each case handing cash payments to investors. Or higher rates
stop a slow but steady US housing recovery. One way or another, rates will rise until they hurt
our home or equity asset price bubbles. And equity is the more vulnerable one, to me.
We have to get through this stressful normalization process at a time of several lingering
problems. Holding Europe together after the Italian referendum is one, another is a possible
slip-up in handling massive Chinese financial excesses. I see plenty of financial risk along a
generally positive economic trajectory, perversely enough.
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